Dear Second Grade Families,
Welcome to your second grade year at La Tierra
Community School! I am looking forward to working
with you and your second grader throughout the year.
For those that are new, my name is Miss Klaiber; this
year will be my eighth year of teaching at La Tierra
Community School. I am so excited to be your crew
leader this school year!
Second grade is a time for continued academic, social,
and emotional growth for kids. I am looking forward to
being a part of this incredible experience. Students will
learn how to work together to solve problems and
challenge their thinking. Our class will have a strong
focus on character development; the second graders
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respectful, compassionate, and courageous as well as
to have integrity. All second grade students will be
challenged and encouraged in their learning, actions, and habits.
La Tierra second graders will experience two learning expeditions throughout the year. Our first
expedition will focus on countries and cultures in our world with a specific case studies about the
United States, China, and Tanzania. This expedition will cover many of our social studies standards.
Through our second expedition “The Search for Buried Treasure” we
will explore rocks, geography, and ancient people of Arizona, covering
many of our second grade science standards.
This summer I was able to spend time visiting with my family in
Omaha, Nebraska. It was special time together and included
welcoming a new nephew! I also experienced my first canoe trip in
Minnesota’s Boundary Water Canoe Area, and climbed beautiful
Colorado mountains with my brothers. It has been nice to settle back
at home!
I am so excited to be continuing my teaching career at La Tierra
Community School. Seeing your students grow and change
throughout the year is such a privilege and a joy. I hope to instill and
foster a love of learning, reading and exploring life in each child in my
classroom. I am looking forward to collaborating with you and
building a community within our class in order to give each student
the best second grade year possible. This year will truly be a special
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together.
Mark your calendar! I will be hosting a virtual Welcome Back/Introduction to Distance Learning
meeting Thursday August 13 from 5:00-5:30. Please join in to learn more about what distance
learning will look like for the second grade crew. See you there! Look for the invite in your email
next week.
Love,
Miss Klaiber

